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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Holistic understanding of wind behaviour over space, time and height is
essential for harvesting wind energy application. This study presents a
novel approach for mapping frequent wind profile patterns using multidimensional sequential pattern mining (MDSPM). This study is illustrated
with a time series of 24 years of European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts European Reanalysis-Interim gridded (0.125° × 0.125°)
wind data for the Netherlands every 6 h and at six height levels. The
wind data were first transformed into two spatio-temporal sequence
databases (for speed and direction, respectively). Then, the Linear time
Closed Itemset Miner Sequence algorithm was used to extract the multidimensional sequential patterns, which were then visualized using a 3D
wind rose, a circular histogram and a geographical map. These patterns
were further analysed to determine their wind shear coefficients and
turbulence intensities as well as their spatial overlap with current areas
with wind turbines. Our analysis identified four frequent wind profile
patterns. One of them highly suitable to harvest wind energy at a height
of 128 m and 68.97% of the geographical area covered by this pattern
already contains wind turbines. This study shows that the proposed
approach is capable of efficiently extracting meaningful patterns from
complex spatio-temporal datasets.
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1. Introduction
Wind is one of the most important renewable and ‘green’ energy sources and, as such, it is widely
used for generating electricity all over the world. The global growth of wind energy production
will continue in the future because the use of this renewable source of energy is actively promoted
by various institutions and associations (EWEA 2014). However, there are three main contentious
issues associated with the development of wind energy: (1) discovering the trend of wind patterns
(Tchinda et al. 2000; Tchinda and Kaptouom 2003), (2) minimizing negative environmental impact
by developing appropriate wind farm site selection criteria (Hwang et al. 2011; Kaldellis et al. 2013;
Gimpel et al. 2015; Latinopoulos and Kechagia 2015) and (3) identifying the environment impact of
wind farms (Dai et al. 2015).
Most wind energy studies concentrate on investigating suitable farm sites since finding viable land
is a key constraint (Grassi, Chokani, and Abhari 2012; Sánchez-Lozano, García-Cascales, and
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Lamata 2016). Other studies have focused on the negative effects of wind farms (Sovacool 2009;
Zhou et al. 2012; Chias and Abad 2013; Landscape Institute 2013).
However, erratic production of wind energy still remains as one of the main issues due to the
variability of wind speed and direction over time (Fadare 2010; Jung and Tam 2013;Ozelkan,
Chen, and Ustundag 2016). Hence, accurate estimation of wind energy potential is also directly
involved with the wind patterns which explain the variability of wind behaviour. For a given location,
the temporal trend of wind speed and direction across multiple heights is captured through a typical
wind profile pattern. The identification of such profiles is essential for several applications (Tamura
et al. 2001). For instance, these profiles are used to understand typical wind conditions at a single
hub-height or within the swept rotor area of a wind turbines (Wagner et al. 2009). Several studies
(often related to wind energy production) have been conducted to describe the characteristics of frequent wind distributions patterns (Damousis et al. 2004; Apt 2007; Carta, Ramírez, and Velázquez
2009; Krishna 2009). However, an efficient procedure to understand wind properties in these three
dimensions (spatial, temporal and height) is still lacking due to the complexity of characterizing
changeable and intermittent wind flows (Wagner et al. 2010).
Earlier studies of wind profile patterns included shape-dependent characteristics (Clobes, Willecke, and Peil 2011), and parameterization approaches that modelled wind profiles using logarithmic
law functions (Pérez et al. 2005) or the local maxima (Kettle 2014). However, these studies are
location specific (i.e. based on a single tall-tower meteorological weather station) and, hence, the
revealed information is not representative for large areas (Ayotte, Davy, and Coppin 2001; Sempreviva, Barthelmie, and Pryor 2008; Newman and Klein 2014). A possible way to discover wind profile
patterns with large coverage of spatial representation is using spatio-temporal pattern mining to capture frequent wind patterns continuously over time.
Spatio-temporal pattern mining offers computationally efficient approaches to identify frequent
spatial and temporal patterns from large databases (Aggarwal 2014; Akbari, Samadzadegan, and
Weibel 2015). In particular, sequential pattern mining (SPM) can be used to detect frequent sequential patterns. SPM has been used for a wide range of applications such as in wireless sensor, tourism
science and movement patterns (Azhar et al. 2013; Bermingham and Lee 2014; Shaw and Gopalan
2014), but the usage of this technique for wind studies is still limited. Yusof et al. (2016) used SPM for
detecting spatio-temporal frequent patterns in time series of wind measurements collected at a given
height. However, this approach cannot deal with three-dimensional (wind) time series. To do so,
multi-dimensional sequential pattern mining (MDSPM) is required. Several MDSPM techniques
have been utilized in previous studies. For instance, Yu and Chen (2005) mined sequential patterns
from a multi-dimensional dataset. These datasets were transformed into a simplified sequence format that belongs to a single hierarchized dimension. However, this work only extracted frequent
sequential patterns that take only a single dimension into consideration. Pinto et al. (2001) used
the dimensional partitioning method and the extracted sequential patterns by this technique do
not retain all the dimensions. However, generating a complete set of multi-dimensional sequential
patterns is important which provide specialized details about the underlying structure patterns in
the data rather than too general patterns (Cai et al. 2014). Peng and Liao (2009) extracted multidimensional sequential patterns from the combination of multiple-dimensional information. This
combination may generate large sequences. However, mining sequential patterns is inefficient
with long sequences and often may not find exact matching of long patterns in the database
(Kum et al. 2003). Due to these shortcomings, an improved MDSPM technique is required to
mine patterns without loosing important information carried by the dimensions. This is particularly
important for domains, such as wind energy studies, where reasoning about the structure of the multiple dimensions of the data and the relations between them are inherently required.
In this study, we present a novel technique for identifying wind profile patterns utilizing an
MDSPM that considers changes in wind speed and direction across the three dimensions of the
data (space, time and height). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that mines
multi-dimensional geographical data by explicitly and holistically considering their spatial and
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temporal dimensions. This allows us to discover more complex wind behaviour associated to these
dimensions. Moreover, the selected application demonstrates the value of multi-dimensional data
mining in the field of renewable energies. More precisely, the proposed technique able to support
the early stages of planning to develop new wind farms. Additionally, the mined frequent wind profile patterns from the proposed MDSPM are visualized using a 3D wind rose and circular histogram.
After evaluating energy-relevant wind characteristics, the best patterns are used to create a map that
highlights optimal areas and heights to harvest wind energy. Finally, we compare these maps with the
existing location of wind turbines in the study area to verify the mined patterns.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Study area and wind data
The study area comprises the whole of the Netherlands, a western European country that lies between
latitudes 50° and 53°N, and longitudes 3° and 8°E (Figure 1). In 2014, the installed wind capacity in the
Netherlands reached nearly 2700 MW. This means that about 5% of the energy used in the country
comes from wind turbines (IEA 2014). However, wind energy is expected to steadily increase in the
coming years because the national energy policy target aims at reaching 6000 MW of wind capacity
on land by 2020 to meet European Union agreements (14% of renewable energy) (IEA 2014). This
means that additional research is needed to understand wind patterns in the Netherlands. For this
study, wind data comprising wind speed and direction were used as they are the main parameters
for determining efficient wind energy production. The wind dataset used in this study was freely
obtained from the European Reanalysis (ERA)-Interim reanalysis database (http://apps.ecmwf.int/
datasets/data/interim-full-daily/?levtype=ml) that covers the period from 1990 to 2013. This gridded
database is produced by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
since 1 January 1989 and it contains global weather data at multiple altitudes and at various time
stamps (Dee et al. 2011). The ECMWF wind dataset has been widely used as an alternative to surface-based observations such as in wind resources estimation studies (Kiss, Varga, and Janosi 2009;
Cannon et al. 2015), and previous works (Landberg et al. 2003; Brower et al. 2013) have confirmed
that the wind values are highly correlated with high-quality wind measurement from tall towers.
In particular, we obtained the u (eastward) and v (northward) orthogonal wind components at six
different pressure levels (1012, 1009, 1004, 998, 989 and 980 hPa; selected according to the range of
wind turbine heights), at the four available daily instantaneous values (00:00, 06:00, 12:00 and 18:00
Universal Time Coordinated), and at the finest possible spatial resolution (0.125°). Additionally, we
obtained data on the current wind turbines installed in the Netherlands from http://www.windstats.
nl/. This website lists all wind turbines and categorized them according to their power rate capacities;
small ( < 100 kW), medium (100 kW–1 MW) and large (1–10 MW) (Tong 2010). Each power
category has a typical height of wind turbine that ranges from 34 to 198 m.
2.2. Methods
Figure 2 shows the three main steps of the proposed MDSPM approach used in this study. First, the
wind dataset is transformed into spatio-temporal sequence databases. Then, these databases are
mined to extract frequent wind profile patterns. Finally, the mined patterns are evaluated to identify
optimal heights and locations for harvesting wind energy. The following sub-sections present the
details of each of these steps.
2.2.1. Data preparation
The ERA-interim dataset was clipped to extract the grid cells over the Netherlands (Figure 3(a)). The
information associated to each of the grid cells (i.e. u, v, time, pressure level, latitude and longitude)
were put into a tabular form (Figure 3(b)).
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Figure 1. (a) The boundary of The Netherlands overlaid with ECMWF ERA-Interim gridded dataset and the existing location of wind turbines and (b) the close-up view of the locations of wind turbines in
the selected grid cells (red box in Figure 1(a)).
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Figure 2. Overall analytical workflow for extracting multi-dimensional wind profile patterns.

Figure 3. (a) Gridded ERA-Interim for the whole study area and point features representing the centre of grid cells and (b) the
dimensional information which comprise latitude, longitude, time, pressure levels, u and v for a single point (point in the grey
box in (a)).

The u and v orthogonal vectors were converted into wind speed (Equation (1)) and direction
(Equation (2)) as these variables are more readily interpretable than the original vectors. Then, the
wind speed and direction were discretized into 10 and 12 classes, respectively (Table 1). These (numbers
Table 1. Wind speed and direction classes.
Speed class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Wind speed range (m/s)
1–4
5–8
9–12
13–16
17–20
21–24
25–28
29–32
33–36
37–40

Direction class
0/360°
30°
60°
90°
120°
150°
180°
210°
240°
270°
300°
330°

Wind direction range (°)
345–14°
15–44°
45–74°
75–104°
105–134°
135–164°
165–194°
195–224°
225–254°
255–284°
285–314°
315–344°
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of) classes are deemed appropriate to characterize wind distribution as confirmed by previous studies
that use the exact same wind direction classes (Rijkoort 1983; Verkaik, Smits, and Ettema 2003). However, for wind speed classes were discretized according to the distribution ranges found in the wind dataset. The discretization makes the variation values of wind speed and direction more tractable by
characterizing them into discrete values and allowing more patterns to be extracted which cover all
the wind distributions. The pressure levels were converted into pressure altitudes in metres (Equation
(3); (Brince and Hall 2009)) as this height unit is also more readily interpretable than the original unit.
√
(1)
Speed = u2 + v2 ,
Direction = (180/p)∗atan2(u, v) + 180 ,



0.190284 
Psta
× 145366.45 × 0.3048 ,
Altitude =
1−
1013.25

(2)
(3)

where Psta is the given pressure level in millibars.
The new assigned values of speed and direction along with other dimensional information were
stored into sequence databases. An sequence database (SD) contains a set of multi-dimensional
sequences (M-DSeqs), where each of the M-DSeq is an ordered non-empty list of itemsets. These
sequences were stored as rows in an SD and, therefore, they get assigned with a unique ID (ID)
for each sequence which is defined as:
M − DSeq = {, ID . , , lat, long . , , time . , , heights of wind speed/direction .}
We have produced two SDs which consist of M-DSeqs of wind speed and direction, respectively. The
multi-dimensional information for each SD consists of (a) latitude and longitude (lat, long) that contain
the locations of the wind event that takes place, (b) the time holds the occurrences’ time (date and hour)
and (c) the heights indicate the wind speed/direction values arranged according to their corresponding
height levels. For instance, the first M-DSeq for speed and direction SDs are as follows:
Speed SD = { , 1 . , , 50.75, 5.625 . , , 01/01/199100:00:00 . , , 5, 6, 7, 5, 6, 8 . }
Direction SD = { , 1 . , , 50.75, 5.625 . , , 01/01/199100:00:00 . ,
, 90, 120, 90, 60, 90, 120 . }
Once the generated SDs are ready, they were used as the input in the mining process for extracting
wind profile patterns.
2.2.2. Mining wind profile patterns
The wind speed and direction SDs were mined using a multi-dimensional frequent SPM technique
that consists of three main steps: (1) mine frequent sequential patterns from wind speed and direction SDs independently, (2) Find patterns that occur at the same place and time and (3) mine and
visualize frequent wind profiles patterns. Figure 4 illustrates the inputs, outputs and parameters
required at each step.
Step 1 Mining sequential patterns
Frequent sequential patterns were mined from the speed and direction of SDs (SSD and DSD,
respectively) using the Linear time Closed Itemset Miner Sequence (LCMSeq) algorithm.
This algorithm was chosen because it provides fast frequency counting and requires less memory
usage than other sequence pattern algorithms when mining large SDs. This is achieved by combining
three computational techniques, namely prefix tree, array list and bitmaps (Uno, Kiyomi, and Arimura 2005). As a result, the time required to generate the sequential patterns is linearly proportional
to the size of the input database. This reduces the computation time compared to other sequential
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Figure 4. The MDSPM workflow.

mining algorithms (Nakahara, Uno, and Yada 2010). Moreover, the LCMSeq algorithm performs a
closed search of frequent patterns. This means that it only returns patterns that are not included in
longer patterns (i.e. it avoids generating redundant patterns). From a practical point of view, running
this data mining algorithm only requires the definition of three parameters: the minimum support
threshold (min_sup), the sequence length (SeqL) and the sequence gap (SeqG). The min_sup determines if a pattern is frequent enough to be mined. After several trials, we set the min_sup to 40% of
the total data. This value generated frequent patterns that are compact and carry representative set of
wind patterns that can be found in the wind dataset. The SeqL parameter defines the length of the
pattern to be mined. Here, the SeqL value was fixed to six because that is the number of heights in the
wind data and we are interested in mining full wind profiles. Finally, the SeqG parameter allows the
user to specify the length of possible gaps or discontinuities in the patterns. This parameter was made
equal to zero because, again, we are interested in mining full wind profile patterns.
Step 2 Detect similar spatio-temporal occurrences
The mined frequent sequential patterns from SSD and DSD were ‘intersected’ to identify patterns
that occur at the same location together with the time of their occurrences. All the wind speed
and direction patterns that intersected were combined into a set of candidate multi-dimensional
sequential patterns. Figure 4 shows two examples of candidate patterns (N1 and N2).
Step 3 Generate multi-dimensional sequential pattern
The frequencies of all the candidate multi-dimensional sequential patterns were calculated and compared against a new min_sup threshold to identify frequent wind profiles. This new threshold was set
to 20% by dividing the current min_sup (40%) by the number of sequence databases (2 SDs) created
in step 1. This selection was used as a basic rule for providing min_sup to endure with the loosing
(unmatched) patterns that occurred during the sequential combination between SSeq and DSeq.
Finally, the mined wind profile patterns were visualized using a 3D wind rose and a circular histogram to illustrate their speed and direction and to highlight their occurrences over time.
2.2.3. Wind patterns analysis and visualization
The mined wind profiles were analysed to assess their potential for harnessing wind energy. For this,
we computed two well-known wind characteristics from hourly and monthly wind values: the wind
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shear coefficient (WSC) and the turbulence intensity (TI) (Rehman and Al-Abbadi 2008; Fırtın,
Güler, and Akdağ 2011). The hourly and monthly evaluations were performed in order to identify
the influence of diurnal and seasonal changes in wind data.
The WSC measures changes in wind speed over a short distance that occur vertically in heights.
WSC is mostly dependent on the stability of the atmosphere and surface obstruction (Elkinton,
Rogers, and McGowan 2006; Istchenko and Turner 2008). The WSC value describes the atmospheric
stability where at strongly stable atmospheric condition it corresponds to high wind shear. Meanwhile, at strongly unstable atmospheric condition it is relatively the result of lowest wind shear
(Smith et al. 2002; Newman and Klein 2014). Knowing this value is essential for evaluating the
wind condition at various heights which is associated to different turbine hubs. The WSC (α) can
be measured as follows (Equation (4)) (Gualtieri and Secci 2011):

a=

ln (V2 ) − ln(V1 )
,
ln (Z2 ) − ln(Z1 )

(4)

where V1 and V2 are the wind speed records at heights Z1 and Z2, respectively. To obtain the values of
WSC, we have divided into six pairs of height interval comprised of α1:195–280 m, α2:128–195 m,
α3:77–128 m, α4:35–77 m, α5:10–35 m and α6:10–280 m.
The TI measures irregular wind flows in which the wind whirls rapidly because of uneven terrain
surface or obstacles such as buildings (Wagner and Mathur 2013). These whirls can be different
between the wind flows at different heights (Carpman 2011). A maximum TI indicates lowest
wind speed when the wind flow is encountered by surface obstructions. This effect decreases with
increasing height above the surface. Consequently, as TI minimizes, wind speed increases (Gipe
2004; Sørensen 2007). Measuring TI is important because larger amount of turbulence will generate
a larger amount of fatigue that, in turn, increases the rate at which wind turbines break down (Wharton and Lundquist 2012). The following equation was used to assess wind turbulence (Equation (5))
(Rehman 2014; Gualtieri 2015b):
TI =

si
,
Vi

(5)

where (σi) is the standard deviation of the wind speed within time step i and Vi is the mean wind
speed in time step i .
Once the WSC (α) and TI values of the wind profile patterns are known, these values were classified according to the wind stability and speed condition. For this, we used the criteria developed by
Wharton and Lundquist (2012) shown in Table 2. From these classifications, we are able to evaluate
the vertical wind condition for each wind pattern and identify their preferred height wind speed that
is suitable to harvest wind energy. Afterwards, the wind patterns were mapped into the geographic
space to indicate their spatial distribution, while the total numbers of pattern occurrences in each cell
(Figure 3(a)) were computed in percentage to represent the wind patterns over time. For the verification, these maps were overlapped with the existing locations of wind turbines and presented in a
bar chart to illustrate the percentage of overlapping areas.
Table 2. Threshold values of WSC (α) and TI for major wind condition classification.
Wind shear (α)
Highest :
α > 0.3
High :
0.2 < α < 0.3
Moderate :
0.1 < α < 0.2
Low :
0.0 < α < 0.1
Lowest :
α < 0.0

Stability class
Strongly stable
Stable
Near-neutral
Convective
Strongly convective

Turbulence intensity (TI)
Lowest :
TI < 4%
Low :
4% < TI < 6%
Moderate :
6% < TI < 9%
High :
9% < TI < 17%
Highest :
TI > 17%

Wind speed condition
Strongest
Strong
Generally
Calm
Low
Lowest
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3. Results and discussion
3.1. Data analysis
The extracted ECMWF gridded values that were saved into tabular form consists of 85,836,672
records (on average of 3,576,528 records per year). Figure 5(a) and (b) illustrates the frequency distribution of wind speeds and direction after discretizing them into 10 and 12 classes, respectively.
From this figure, we observed that wind speed in class 2 (5–8 m/s) is the dominant speed followed
by class 1 (1–4 m/s) and 3 (9–12 m/s) for the whole time period. However, the wind rose plot indicates that the prevailing wind direction mostly comes from the westerly wind, while the easterly wind
direction shows a somewhat similar number of occurrences.
The discretized wind speed and direction data were stored in separate sequence databases following the format described in Section 2.2.1, which is { < ID > , < lat, long > , < time > , < heights of wind
speed/direction > }. Hence, each SD contains a total of 14,306,112 sequences (i.e. the total records
divided by six height levels).
3.2. Mining wind profile patterns
The application of LCMSeq to the speed and direction SDs resulted in five unique sequential patterns
for each of the sequence databases (SSeq and DSeq, respectively). These unique patterns represent a
total of 48% (SSeq) and 41% (DSeq) of occurrences. The spatio-temporal intersection of the SSeq and
DSeq patterns identified a total of 25 candidates of multi-dimensional sequential patterns. Only four
of these patterns have a frequency larger than 20%. Hence, these selected patterns are used to represent the wind profile patterns. Figure 6 shows the corresponding wind profiles and their corresponding absolute and relative frequencies.
Figure 7 shows the absolute frequency of these four wind profile patterns in each month of the
year and highlights the seasonality of the patterns. Pattern 1 dominates the number of occurrences
in January to March (winter–spring) and from September to December (autumn–winter). During
summer, there are increased numbers of occurrences for all wind profile patterns compared to
other seasons. However, pattern 3 depicts the dominant pattern in this season. Overall, pattern 1
shows more consistency based on the occurrences over time compared to other patterns.
3.3. Analysis of wind profile patterns and visualization
The mined wind profile patterns were analysed in hourly and monthly wind values. Figures 8 and 9
show the results of the WSC and TI of the mined wind patterns. The results for pattern 1 at the

Figure 5. Total occurrences for (a) wind speed classes and (b) wind direction classes.
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Figure 6. The extracted wind profile patterns and their number of occurrences (absolute (F ) and relative (R) frequencies) obtained
from the MDSPM process.

hourly (Figure 8(a)) and monthly (Figure 8(b)) temporal resolutions show very slight differences of
WSCs at various height intervals. The WSC shows larger values in the early morning (0 and 6 h) and
evening (18 h). However, the WSCs in the afternoon (12 h) are moderate. During the warm seasons
(June, July and August) pattern 1 has moderate wind shear while it depicts high wind shear for the
rest of the months in all height intervals. The decreased wind shear is due to unstable atmosphere
stability that is affected by heating and cooling cycles of air above the ground (van den Berg
2008). These results are confirmed by the meteorological mass tower at Cabauw (Netherlands)
studied by Gualtieri (2015a). Pattern 2 depicts nearly constant WSC values over time. In general,
higher values of WSC were noticed at lower heights as shown in Figure 8(a) and (b). For pattern
3, the fluctuation of WSC values can be observed in hourly temporal resolution. However, in the
monthly resolution the WSC values appear to be slightly stable. Higher values of WSC were observed
at upper heights intervals (Figure 8(a) and (b)). The overall trend for pattern 4 is similar to pattern 1
for hourly resolution of WSCs (Figure 8(a)). However, the monthly resolution shows slightly constant WSC values throughout the year and fall in the moderate wind shear category.
The observed TI values remained stable in both hourly (Figure 9(a)) and monthly (Figure 9(b))
temporal resolutions in pattern 1. As shown, the TI is smoother at upper heights (TI77 and TI128) and
consists of lower values. Pattern 2 shows higher TI values for hourly resolution at all heights. If compared to the corresponding WSC one (Figure 8(a)), the following features affect the hourly TI trend:
(i) a quite constant behaviour in daytime and night-time and (ii) slight differences among TI at various heights vs. WSCs at various height intervals. The TI by monthly resolution (Figure 8(b)) also
depicts high values and its shape does not appreciably vary with heights. Pattern 3 depicts the highest
TI values at all height levels throughout the time resolutions (Figure 9(a) and 9(b)). High TI indicates
a good mixture of atmospheric stability conditions at each height. For pattern 4, a similar trend can
be observed in both hourly and monthly resolution at all consecutive heights. Lower TI values were
observed at lower heights (increase of TI as height increases which spans from 6% (TI35) to 15%
(TI280)). This trend is formed as turbulence eddies (Burton et al. 2001).
Table 3 summarizes the main findings of the evaluation of the mined wind profile patterns in
terms of WSC and TI. This table lists the most suitable conditions for every wind pattern.
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Figure 7. Circular histogram of the wind profile patterns for each month of the year and season.

From Table 3 summarization, we can identify that pattern 1 shows the best results of WSC and TI
compared with the rest of the wind patterns. The wind behaviour for this pattern is considered as a
strong wind and has a stable atmospheric stability condition at the selected 128 m height. Additionally, pattern 1 also exhibited high frequency of occurrences over time which may indicate a regular
wind behaviour that occurred in the study area. This finding indicates that wind speed at the selected
height is the preferred height for wind resources potential. For pattern 2, the selected wind condition
was identified at 77 m height, which consists of calm wind flow and near to neutral stability condition. However, for pattern 3 the selected height at 128 m shows that the wind behaviour is in a

Table 3. Selected mean of WSC and TI for wind patterns.
Pattern
Hourly
Pattern 1
Pattern 2
Pattern 3
Pattern 4
Monthly
Pattern 1
Pattern 2
Pattern 3
Pattern 4

Category: WSC and TI

Height

High (0.24) and Lowest (3.67)
Moderate (0.11) and Moderate (8.56)
Moderate (0.12) and Highest (25.15)
High (0.20) and Moderate (6.05)

128 m
77 m
128 m
35 m

High (0.23) and Lowest (3.84)
Moderate (0.10) and Moderate (8.63)
Moderate (0.11) and Highest (28.09)
Moderate (0.18) and Moderate (6.13)

128 m
77 m
128 m
35 m
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Figure 8. (a) Wind shear coefficient at four instantaneous hours (0, 6, 12 and 18 h) for each wind profile pattern at six different height intervals and (b) Wind shear coefficient for each wind profile
pattern at six different height intervals for every month of the year.
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Figure 9. (a) Turbulence intensity at four instantaneous hours (0, 6, 12 and 18 h) for each wind profile pattern at six different heights and (b) Turbulence intensity for each wind profile pattern at six
different heights for every month of the year.
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near to neutral stability condition with low wind velocity. Additionally, the selected height at 35 m
that corresponded to pattern 4 consists of stable and calm wind flow condition.
Moreover, the analysed wind patterns, based on the assessment of WSC and TI (Table 3), were
mapped into their geographical space and overlapped with the existing locations of wind turbines
according to the turbine categories. Figure 10 illustrates the distribution of wind patterns that correspond to their height. The figure also depicts the percentage of wind pattern occurrences in each
cell over time. The highest percentage of occurrences for pattern 1 is concentrated in the south and
southwest of the Netherlands. The wind occurrences for pattern 2 are mostly distributed adjacent to
the coastal area of the Netherlands which also can be observed in pattern 3; however, both of these
patterns are located at different heights. For pattern 4, there are several minor parts of the wind
occurrences located in the eastern and southern area, whereas the rest of the occurrences are distributed in the north and southwest of the Netherlands.
Figure 11 illustrates the percentage of overlapping areas between the wind patterns and the
locations of wind turbines for verifying the geographical distribution of the mined patterns. The
generated maps for pattern 1 show the highest percentage of overlapping with 68.97%, followed
by pattern 4 (59.18%) and 2 (43.87%). However, pattern 3 resulted in the lowest percentage
(22.25%). The small overlapping areas can be affected by other factors such as the geographical features, social condition and land use activities, which influence the positioning of the wind turbines.
From these verifications, this study indicates that pattern 1 distribution was prone to most of the
wind turbine locations in the study area.
The geographical distribution of wind speed and direction associated to pattern 1 is illustrated in
Figure 12. This preferred pattern contains mean wind speed that range from 8.50 to 8.67 m/s and the

Figure 10. The wind patterns distribution based on their height and the percentage of occurrences over time in each grid cell
overlaid on top of wind turbine locations.
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Figure 11. The percentage of overlap between current wind turbine locations and the geographic distribution of the mined wind
profile patterns.

highest (red colour) wind speeds are mostly found in the middle part of the Netherlands. The predominant wind direction indicates that wind mainly blows from the southwest direction.

4. Conclusion
The exploration of wind profile patterns in the early stage of wind farm planning is one of the key
elements for gaining a better understanding of the wind condition. Besides, the generated wind

Figure 12. The geographical distribution of mean wind speed and wind direction for pattern 1 at a 128 m height from the surface.
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pattern yields users useful qualitative information about wind behaviour which in turn can provide
knowledge to experts. This study demonstrates a novel approach to mine and map frequent wind
profile patterns. This approach, based on the use of sequential data mining, was illustrated with a
time series of 24-year of ECMWF ERA-Interim wind data for the Netherlands. Results show that
there are four main wind profile patterns in the study area. The WSC and TI of these patterns
were analysed to evaluate their suitability to harvest wind energy. From this analysis we concluded
that only wind profile pattern 1 at 128 m of height is sufficiently strong and stable for generating
sufficient wind energy. Fortunately, this pattern is the most dominant one (i.e. has the highest occurrences and it is consistently found over time). Moreover, the spatial coverage of pattern 1 largely
overlaps (∼69%) with the actual location of wind turbines.
This work represents a first attempt at implementing MDSPM for assessing wind profile patterns
over large areas. The mined wind profiles are particularly useful to quantify wind resource potential
at various heights, and this information is essential for early stage planning of wind farms. The proposed MDSPM approach is generic: it can be applied to other locations and even to other spatio-temporal problems thanks to its two main hallmarks: (1) it can mine patterns from n-dimensional
datasets (i.e. it can be can be applied to spatio-temporal data with more than 3 dimensions) and
(2) it allows a quick and deep understanding of the mined patterns by combining data mining
and a suite of visualizations, namely the 3D wind rose, the circular histogram and geographical maps.
Regarding the applicability to other locations, the proposed approach can potentially be applied
globally because it only requires gridded wind data at various heights. Yet, areas with complex relief
might require finer spatial resolutions than the ones currently provided by the ECMWF and the
application of MDSPM to large areas might be computationally challenging.
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